We are often interested in clustering objects that evolve over time and identifying solutions to the clustering problem for every time step. Evolutionary clustering provides insight into cluster evolution and temporal changes in cluster memberships while enabling performance superior to that achieved by independently clustering data collected at different time points. In this paper we introduce evolutionary affinity propagation (EAP), an evolutionary clustering algorithm that groups data points by exchanging messages on a factor graph. EAP promotes temporal smoothness of the solution to clustering time-evolving data by linking the nodes of the factor graph that are associated with adjacent data snapshots, and introduces consensus nodes to enable cluster tracking and identification of cluster births and deaths. Unlike existing evolutionary clustering methods that require additional processing to approximate the number of clusters or match them across time, EAP determines the number of clusters and tracks them automatically. A comparison with existing methods on simulated and experimental data demonstrates effectiveness of the proposed EAP algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
I N a number of applications we are interested in clustering data whose features evolve over time. Examples include identification of communities in dynamic social networks [1] , tracking objects [2] , and analysis of time-series financial data [3] . Heuristic approaches to learning structure of temporally evolving data typically perform cluster analysis for each snapshot independently and then attempt to relate clustering solutions across time. However, such methods are often very sensitive to noise and short-term perturbations, and generally struggle with cluster tracking. An alternative to independent analysis of data snapshots is to perform evolutionary clustering, i.e., seek to organize data collected at multiple points in time while taking into account underlying dynamics and promoting temporal smoothness of the resulting clusters. Such an approach is found to typically be more informative and generally outperforms clustering conducted independently at each time point [2] , [4] , [5] . In recent years, traditional clustering algorithms such as k-means, spectral clustering, and agglomerative clustering have been adapted to the evolutionary clustering setting [4] , [7] , [8] , and used in a wide range of applications [4] , [8] , [9] , [10] . These evolutionary clustering algorithms modify the objective of traditional clustering problems to include both a term that quantifies quality of the clustering results at each time step as well as a temporal smoothness term that promotes sustained cluster membership.
Inferring the number of clusters, often done heuristically, is a major challenge for evolutionary as well as traditional clustering methods. Existing evolutionary clustering meth-. c 2019 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. Permission from IEEE must be obtained for all other uses, in any current or future media, including reprinting/republishing this material for advertising or promotional purposes, creating new collective works, for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or reuse of any copyrighted component of this work in other works. ods that attempt to automatically decide the number of clusters typically rely on non-parametric Bayesian techniques (specifically, Dirichlet process models [5] , [11] , [12] ). Ideally, evolutionary clustering algorithms should be capable of detecting changes in the number of clusters as data evolves, i.e., they should allow clusters to be born, evolve, or die at each time step. Moreover, they should be capable of handling data points that appear or disappear over time. While there exist algorithms that can satisfy some of these requirements [2] , [5] , [8] , [13] , practically feasible solutions to the evolutionary clustering problem remain elusive.
In this paper we propose evolutionary affinity propagation (EAP), a clustering algorithm that builds upon ideas of static affinity propagation (AP) to organize data acquired at multiple points in time by passing messages on a factor graph; specifically, the graph allows exchange of information between nodes associated with different timesnapshots of the data. EAP automatically determines the number of clusters for each time step and, similar to AP, can handle non-metric similarities and efficiently process large sparse datasets. In a departure from AP, EAP relies on consensus nodes that we introduce to accurately track clusters across time and identify points changing cluster membership. Moreover, EAP can detect cluster births and deaths as well as handle data insertions and deletions. Designed to search for the global clustering solution, EAP avoids error propagation that adversely affects performance of existing evolutionary clustering methods; unlike EAP, those methods form a solution at time t using only the data (or the clustering solution) at t − 1 while disregarding data at other times. Note that EAP takes a data-centric approach to clustering and tracks individual points across time. This stands apart from the distribution-based evolutionary clustering methods which focus exclusively on data generative distributions and attempt to infer evolution of the parameters of those distributions [5] , [11] , [12] ; for this reason, distribution-based methods typically require an additional cluster assignment step. To our knowledge, EAP is the first evolutionary clustering algorithm that automatically detects the number of clusters, automatically tracks clusters across arXiv:1912.11970v1 [cs.LG] 27 Dec 2019 time, and focuses on data instead of distribution models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, existing evolutionary clustering methods and the traditional affinity propagation algorithm are overviewed. The EAP algorithm is presented in Section 3 and compared to existing schemes in Section 4. Potential future directions are outlined in Section 5 and the paper is concluded in Section 6. Our preliminary work that introduced the basic ideas of linking variable nodes of a factor graph across time and creation of consensus nodes was reported in conference paper [14] . The current paper goes beyond [14] by providing derivation of EAP messages; presenting algorithms for exemplar identification, tracking cluster evolution, and detection of cluster deaths; providing a detailed study of the effects of parameter values on the performance of EAP; proposing methodology for handling insertion and deletion of time points; and presenting extensive benchmarking tests of EAP on real-world oceanographic, financial and healthcare data.
BACKGROUND

Evolutionary clustering
Chakrabarti et al.'s landmark paper [4] introduced evolutionary k-means and evolutionary agglomerative hierarchical clustering; the approach proposed there promotes temporal smoothness of clustering solutions by optimizing an objective that at a given time consists of a snapshot quality term and a historical cost term. Evolutionary spectral clustering followed soon thereafter [8] , adopting the same framework while allowing one to choose whether to place more emphasis on preserving cluster quality or cluster membership. In [2] , Xu et al. proposed AFFECT, an evolutionary clustering method that represents the matrix indicating similarity between data points at a given time as the sum of a deterministic proximity matrix and a Gaussian noise matrix. The AFFECT framework enables adaptation of the classic k-means, agglomerative, and spectral clustering algorithms to evolutionary setting, while allowing optimization of the weight of temporal cost term in the objective function. A non-parametric Bayesian approach to evolutionary clustering that relies on Dirichlet process models to discover the number of clusters was studied in [5] , [11] , [12] . This line of work includes a scheme where cluster parameters evolve in a Markovian fashion and the posterior optimal cluster evolution is inferred by Gibbs sampling [5] , [11] , and a method with an automatic cluster number inference that combines a hierarchical Dirichlet process with a transition matrix from an infinite hierarchical hidden Markov model [12] . Note that the aforementioned algorithms require some form of post-processing in order to match clusters across different time steps and enable tracking of cluster dynamics including cluster evolution, appearance of new clusters, and cluster dissolution; for an illustration of the required postprocessing steps see, e.g., [15] , [16] .
In recent years, evolutionary clustering has been applied in a variety of settings including climate change studies [17] , analysis of categorical data streams [18] , and detection and tracking of web user communities [13] , [19] , [20] , [21] . Note that even though community detection is not explored in the current paper, EAP can be used in that setting assuming a feature vector is available (e.g., users' contribution to different types of web forums or the number of people in different categories followed on Twitter).
Affinity propagation
Affinity propagation (AP) is a clustering algorithm that seeks to group data points by exchanging messages between nodes of a graph representing the data [22] . For each cluster, the algorithm identifies an "exemplar" -a member of the data set that represents points in the cluster. The resulting clusters may be interpreted as subgraphs spanned by edges that connect points with their exemplars. Similarity between the nodes in the graph is specified using a measure such as the negative Euclidean distance or the Pearson correlation coefficient. The objective of AP is to maximize the total similarity between points and their exemplars,
where s ij denotes similarity between points i and j, binary variable c ij indicates if j is an exemplar of i, while
enforce single-cluster membership and exemplar selfselection constraints, respectively. To solve (1), AP relies on exchanging messages between nodes of a factor graph having variable nodes associated with c ij and factor nodes associated with I i (c i1 , c i2 . . . c iN ) and E j (c 1j , c 2j . . . c N j ). A subgraph showing variable and factor nodes linked with points i, j, k and l is shown in Fig. 1 . AP requires exchange of only two messages, responsibility and availability, between data points. The responsibility ρ ij indicates suitability of point j to be an exemplar for point i while the availability α ij expresses the level of confidence that point i should choose j as an exemplar. These messages are derived from the max-sum algorithm on the aforementioned factor graph [23] , resulting in ρ ij = s ij − max k =j (α ik + s ik ) and
To avoid numerical oscillations, messages are often damped; for instance, the update for ρ ij in iteration k is calculated as
where λ is the damping factor. The damping is applied in a similar way to the α ij message updates. AP does not require similarities to be metric [22] , and can be efficiently implemented to cluster large, sparse datasets by only passing messages between points that have a similarity measure. The number of clusters is automatically inferred by the algorithm and can be tuned via self-similarity, or preference, of the data points if such prior information is available.
A number of extensions of AP have been proposed in recent years, including semi-supervised clustering with strict [24] , [25] or soft [26] pairwise constraints, relaxation of the self-selection constraint [25] , hierarchical AP [27] , AP with subclass identification [28] , and fast AP with adaptive message updates [29] . AP has further been applied to studies of the dynamics of shoals (groups of fish traveling together) [30] , where an algorithm referred to as soft temporal constraint affinity propagation employs modified availability messages to impose preference of assigning points at time t+1 to the same exemplar as at time t. However, this scheme does not impose backward temporal smoothness, would require additional post-processing steps to attempt tracking clusters, and would struggle if the number of objects varies between time steps as objects emerge or disappear.
METHODS: EVOLUTIONARY AP
In this section, we first present a factor graph that enables exchange of responsibility and availability messages over time and thus facilitates evolutionary affinity propagation. We then expand on this basic framework by introducing consensus nodes which allow for more accurate tracking of the clusters and enable detection of cluster births, monitoring their evolution, and inference of their death.
Basic evolutionary affinity propagation framework
Recall that the traditional AP algorithm clusters data points collected at each time step independently of other time steps; unfortunately, this may not reveal the true structure of the temporally evolving data and generally leads to different exemplars for the same cluster at different times. To address this problem, EAP clusters data by exchanging messages on the factor graph shown in Fig. 2 ; this structure consists of subgraphs associated with individual time steps that are linked by novel factor nodes D t ij . In particular, D t ij establish connection between the variable nodes of the subgraphs and render responsibility messages dependent on messages from previous and subsequent time steps. Exchanging messages across time enables us to penalize clustering configurations where data points repeatedly change exemplars and thus helps promote temporal smoothness of the solution to the clustering problem. The final configuration of clusters (i.e., groupings of points in each of the time steps) is the result of considering all points as potential exemplars at all time steps while encouraging exemplar stability and temporal smoothness. Including exemplar stability as an explicit term in the presented EAP formulation allows us to track the evolution of clusters without needing an additional step of matching clusters across time as, e.g., in [2] . The cluster matching, avoided in the EAP setting, requires polynomial-time computational complexity for oneto-one matching and becomes more complex in general.
Messages exchanged between the nodes of the EAP factor graph are specified next. Note that the factor nodes and messages present in EAP but absent from the AP algorithm are highlighted in Fig. 3 in blue. As in the classical AP [23] , variable c t ij in Fig. 3 takes on value 1 if j is the exemplar for i and is 0 otherwise. Factor node I t i ensures that each data point is assigned to only one cluster, E t j enforces the constraint that if j is an exemplar for any i = j then j must also be an exemplar for itself, and S t ij passes the similarity between a point and its exemplar (i.e., communicates s t ij ). Recall that node D t ij encourages temporal smoothness by penalizing (but not prohibiting) changes in clusters' structure. Unlike in the traditional AP algorithm, values of the nodes in the EAP graph are timedependent and can formally be stated as
where γ > 0. We derive the EAP messages by relying on the maxsum update rules [31] , with bidirectional messages between variable nodes and factor nodes. Specifically, message from a variable node to a factor node (m x→f ) is defined as the sum of the messages arriving to the variable node from all other factor nodes,
where ne(x) denotes the neighborhood of the variable node x. Following [23] , we do not propagate a distinct message for each state of the binary variable c ij ; instead, we propagate the message difference m t ij formed (for any type) as
To more easily relate to AP, the message derivation follows a similar process. In the end, messages ρ and α continue to be the responsibility and availability with some modifications to account for the temporal component, messages β and η are replaced in the derivation, and δ and φ are new messages specific to EAP.
Using the update rule for messages from a variable node to a factor node (4) and the definition (5), we readily derive β t ij and ρ t ij (please see Fig. 3 ) as
Note that, as suggested by the lack of explicit messages from c t ij to D ij in Fig. 3 , messages from a variable node to the factor node D ij are readily determined from the sum of all other messages going into c t ij . A message sent from a factor node to a variable node is formed by maximizing the sum of messages from other factor nodes to the variable node and the current function value at the factor node,
Following these definitions, η t ij and α t ij remain the same as the corresponding messages in the traditional AP at a given time (please see [23] for the derivation),
Using (6) and (9), η t ij can be eliminated from the definition of ρ t ij . In particular, although the updates for δ ij and φ ij depend on η ij , we can leverage (7) to substitute η t ij = ρ t ij − s t ij − φ t ij − δ t ij and remove message dependence on η. The responsibilities ρ can then be rewritten as
Therefore, there are four messages that need to be computed for each pair of nodes: α, ρ, φ, and δ. The δ messages are dependent on the message values from the previous time step and the φ messages are dependent on the next . Message α ij from the factor node E j to the variable node c ij is dependent only on messages received at E j from other variable nodes and not on any messages coming from the new factor nodes in EAP. Likewise, η ij is not affected by the new messages in EAP since it only depends on messages I i receives from other variable nodes. time step, with δ t ij = 0 for all i, j in the first time step and φ t ij = 0 for all i, j in the last time step. In a sense, δ ij and φ ij are symmetrical and for a given factor graph can be interpreted as forward and backward temporal smoothing messages. The δ t ij messages can be written as
. Note that for γ ≥ 0, if d2 = 1 then d1 = 1. The final φ messages are similarly derived and become
Note that for γ ≥ 0, if p2 = 1 then p1 = 1. The derivation of δ and φ messages using the max sum formulation can be found in the supplementary material.
Finally, let us define the set of exemplars E as
Due to dependence on past and future messages, the EAP message updates are implemented in a forwardbackward fashion. In each iteration, a message update is performed between the nodes sequentially from the first (t = 1) to the last (t = T ) time step, followed by a second message update performed backwards from the last time step to the first. The number of iterations is determined by a pre-specified maximum number of iterations or algorithm convergence, where convergence occurs when exemplar assignment remains static for a number of iterations.
The computational complexity of an EAP iteration (which involves exchanging messages α, ρ, δ, φ between the nodes in each of T time steps) is O(N 2 T ), where N is the number of data points. Running an iteration of the classic (static) AP over T time steps also requires performing O(N 2 T ) operations. Note that, just as in the case of the classic AP, when N is large and the similarity matrix is sparse the messages need not be passed between all pairs of points which may significantly reduce complexity.
EAP with consensus nodes
While the framework introduced in Section 3.1 enables exchange of messages across different time steps and therefore promotes consistency of exemplar selection and cluster structure, tracking clusters presents challenges; identifying cluster births and death, especially over long time intervals, is particularly difficult. For instance, when the exchange of messages via factor nodes D t ij fails to impose consistency of exemplar selection and a data point ends up being an exemplar at time t but not at time t + 1, it is not immediately clear whether the corresponding cluster has died or it is simply represented by a different exemplar. In general, answering this question requires computationally costly post-processing. To provide additional stability to the exemplar selection and enable seamless cluster tracking, we introduce the concept of consensus nodes -new variable nodes to be added to the graph in Fig. 2 to serve as cluster representatives. Creation of a new consensus node thus indicates cluster birth, clusters are tracked by observing evolution of the association of data points with consensus nodes, and the disappearance of a consensus nodes signals cluster death. Detailed discussion of these ideas is next.
Creating consensus nodes. Creation of consensus nodes is done in two stages: first, the forward-backward EAP message exchange described in Section 3.1 is conducted until at least two exemplars are identified for each time step; then, in the following forward pass, consensus node i is created for each data point i previously identified as exemplar. The feature vector of i is set to the mean value of the features of all the data points having i for exemplar. Messages for consensus node i are initially set equal to those for i, with the exception of α t i i ; this availability message cannot be initialized by α t ii since (10) implies that α t ii may be greater than zero while α t i i is at most 0. To set its initial value, we note that α t i i can be interpreted as the evidence as to why i should choose i as exemplar and recall the restriction that a consensus node should choose itself as exemplar. Since consensus node i is essentially joining the cluster which contains data point i and is taking over the role of exemplar from i, it is intuitive that i is the second-best exemplar for i . Let y denote the data point that is the second-best exemplar for i; we initialize α t i i by the evidence as to why i should choose y as exemplar. Note that to account for historical exemplar assignments of i, y should be identified based on message values rather than similarities. Following (10), α t ii , availability of the new consensus node i to be exemplar for data point i, is initialized as 0 (the maximum value of α t jk for j = k). The consensus node created at time t is replicated at t + 1. Assignments of feature vectors and message initialization at t + 1 follow a procedure similar to that at time t, with one key difference: since different data points may be the most suitable exemplars for a cluster at different time steps, we should not initialize messages for i at t + 1 using messages for i at t + 1. Instead, they should be initialized by the messages for the most common exemplar at t + 1 for the data points assigned to exemplar i at time t. The consensus node creation is formalized by Algorithm 1, where e t i denotes the exemplar assigned to point i at time t and x t k is the feature vector of point k at time t. Note that since the number of consensus nodes is much smaller than the number of data points N , the computational complexity of an EAP iteration remains O(N 2 T ).
Promoting selection of consensus nodes. After creating consensus nodes, their selection as exemplars is promoted in order to enable efficient cluster tracking. This is accom-Algorithm 1 Cluster birth: Creation of consensus nodes V t ← set of data points at time t C t ← set of consensus nodes at time t E t ← set of exemplars at time t for i ∈ V t ∩ E t do: create consensus node i at time t:
initialize message values of i to those of i:
= j) set messages for k at t + 1 using messages for l at t + 1 following initialization of i messages above end for plished by modifying the definition of factor nodes D t ij to
where C t denotes the set of consensus nodes and γ ≥ ω ≥ 0. Intuitively, modified D t ij encourages temporal smoothness by penalizing changes in cluster memberships and rewarding assignments to the nodes in C t . The messages for δ t ij are modified accordingly and become
. The message updates for φ t ij are similarly modified as
Note that for γ ≥ ω ≥ 0, if p2 = 1 then p1 = 1. As can be seen from (16)- (17) , value of δ t ij (φ t−1 ij ) depends on the responsibility and availability as well as other temporal smoothing messages at the previous (next) time step. Intuitively, if after solving (14) j is found to be an exemplar for i, then δ t ij (φ t−1 ij ) attempts to quantify how appropriate is the assignment of j as an exemplar in the specified time step while accounting for temporal smoothness. The smallest possible value of both δ t ij and φ t−1 ij is −γ + ω, while the largest one is γ if j is a consensus node and γ − ω if j is a data point; this implies promoting selection of consensus nodes for exemplars, and suggests that by tuning message value saturation point one can affect competition between exemplar candidates. Algorithm 2 formalizes the procedure for identification of exemplars that favors consensus nodes. In the algorithm, e i denotes exemplar for point i and EC i denotes the set of candidate consensus node exemplars for point i. Note Algorithm 2 Exemplar identification V t ← set of data points at time t C t ← set of consensus nodes at time t Identify the set of exemplars E:
that in order to facilitate cluster tracking, an additional update is performed during the exemplar identification and assignment. In particular, if consensus node k identifies data point i rather than itself as an exemplar, the consensus node takes on messages for i while the data points originally assigned to i are re-assigned to the consensus node k.
Disappearance of consensus nodes: cluster death. As data evolves and the set of points choosing consensus node k for exemplar varies over time, the data vector for k and the similarity matrix are updated. If at some time step consensus node k is not selected as an exemplar, the cluster corresponding to k is considered to have died. Cluster evolution and death is formalized in Algorithm 3. A "dead" cluster may be "revived" in future only in the case of frequent change of exemplars before the message values converge. Suppose a consensus node k dies at time t in iteration n. If the consensus node k is selected as an exemplar at time t − 1 in iteration n + 1, it is removed from the set of dead consensus nodes at t and its message values at t are reestablished according to the initialization in Algorithm 1. This process is repeated at t + 1 if the consensus node k is selected as an exemplar at time t in iteration n + 1.
We conclude the discussion of EAP consensus nodes by an illustrative example in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 (a) shows the process of creating consensus nodes and demonstrates how those nodes enable cluster tracking while Fig. 4 (b) depicts birth and death of consensus nodes. Fig. 4 (a) assumes that the basic forward-backward EAP message exchange described in Section 3.1 identified two data points as exemplars at time t. The cluster membership of a data point at time t is indicated by the shape of the polygon depicting the point (i.e., the points depicted by triangles belong to one while those depicted by squares belong to the other cluster). The color of a polygon represents the corresponding Algorithm 3 Cluster evolution and death via consensus nodes V t ← set of data points at time t C t ← set of consensus nodes at time t C t ← set of dead consensus nodes at time t identify exemplars E t Cluster evolution for k ∈ C t ∩ E t do:
point's exemplar, e.g., "green" is the exemplar for square points while "blue" is the exemplar for triangular points. The algorithm creates two consensus nodes, one for each exemplar. The square consensus node at time t is assigned feature vector equal to the mean of the square data points feature vectors and inherits message values α, ρ, δ, φ from the "green" exemplar. The triangular consensus node at time t has feature vector equal to the mean of the triangular data points feature vectors and inherits message values from the "blue" exemplar. At time t + 1, three data points were identified as exemplars; these exemplars (purple, orange, and teal) may be different from those at time t (green and blue) which renders cluster tracking challenging. To provide consistency and enable cluster tracking, consensus nodes created at time t are replicated at t + 1 and their messages are initialized in a way that acknowledges changes in the features of data points yet links clustering solution at t with that at t + 1. To explain this, note that the shape of the polygons representing data points at t + 1 indicates the structure of clusters at t, i.e., the squares at t+1 indicate data points that were together in one cluster at time t while the triangles indicate those that were in the other. To promote consistency of clustering solutions, the square consensus node at t + 1 is assigned feature vector equal to the mean of the square data points feature vectors and inherits message values α, ρ, δ, φ from the most common exemplar for the square data points at t + 1; in this illustration, the orange exemplar. The triangular consensus node at t + 1 has feature vector equal to the mean of the triangular data points feature vectors and inherits message values from the most common exemplar for the triangular data points at t + 1; here, the teal exemplar. After this initialization, the algorithm proceeds to update messages including those for the created consensus nodes. Finally, Fig. 4 (b) illustrates birth of a consensus node (at t = 3) and death of another (at t = 5).
Remark: For particularly noisy data, it might be desirable to restrict creation and preservation of consensus nodes to clusters having size above a certain threshold. Setting a threshold may aid in finding a stable solution if in the initial iterations many candidate exemplars are identified. Since it is preferred that consensus nodes are chosen as exemplars, limiting the consensus nodes to a minimum cluster size discourages assignment of data points to transitive consensus nodes or those that are representative of outlier data. Note that such a restriction does not force the final solution to include only the clusters larger than the threshold since data points may still emerge as exemplars for small clusters, including outliers that result in single-point clusters.
Effect of parameter values
The temporal smoothness and cluster tracking parameters introduced by EAP framework, γ and ω, affect the number of clusters and the assignment of data points to clusters. In order to understand how to set these parameters, it is worth exploring the effects of γ and ω on messages δ and φ by analyzing definitions (16) and (17) .
If γ = ω = 0, it is easy to see that δ t ij = φ t ij = 0 for all i, j, t and the solution of EAP without consensus nodes would be as same as that obtained by running AP independently at each time step. When γ = ω > 0, the δ t ij and φ t ij messages will be positive if j is a consensus node; in fact, these will be the only non-zero messages. Definition of D t ij in (15) suggests that this setting is equivalent to treating solutions where data points are consistently chosen as exemplars in the same way as when a different exemplar is chosen at each time point. When γ > 0 and ω < γ, the maximum value of δ t ij and φ t ij is either γ − ω (if j is a data point) or γ (if j is a consensus node). Since consensus node j is chosen as exemplar when α t ij +ρ t ij +δ t ij +φ t ij > 0, γ > 0 makes such a choice more likely.
We conjecture that the value of ω should be set to a fraction of the value of γ (i.e., ω = ξγ, ξ ∈ [0, 1]); we found that ξ ∈ [0, 0.5] consistently yields good results on real datasets. Empirically, high values of γ may lead to low number of consensus nodes or clusters. This is due to messages δ t ij and φ t ij taking on a broader range of values which puts more emphasis on temporal smoothness in the exemplar detection and assignment. The exemplar selection in turn affects creation and survival of consensus nodes. Note that the number of consensus nodes created in the first forward pass of Algorithm 1 is typically large and tends to decrease as the message values stabilize. This is akin to what is observed in the classic AP algorithm, where fluctuating message values lead to many more candidate exemplars in the earlier iterations than in the final solution. We have observed that high values of the ratio ω/γ lead to one of two extremes: either too few consensus nodes are created in the first pass of Algorithm 1 which then discourages creation of new clusters, or too many exemplars are identified which results in too many consensus nodes. Moreover, high values of ω/γ make it more likely that the number of consensus nodes does not decrease with the number of iterations of the algorithm, as we expect, which may result in poor tracking or lead to higher than optimal number of clusters in the final solution. In the results section, we demonstrate the effect of varying γ and ω in experiments on synthetic data sets.
Insertion and deletion of time points
EAP readily handles datasets having points not present for the entire duration of the considered time horizon; in such scenarios, EAP tracks the set of "active" data points V t at each time step t and only passes messages between the active data points and active consensus nodes.
Point insertion was previously considered in the context of classic AP with the goal of avoiding to perform clustering from scratch every time a new point was introduced in streaming data applications [32] . There, messages for inserted points were initialized using nearest neighbors' messages and used in conjunction with the final messages of the AP run on the original (smaller) dataset to enable faster convergence of the AP clustering on the new (larger) dataset. Although our initialization of consensus node messages is in part motivated by that work, dealing with insertions and deletions of points in a temporally evolving dataset requires different treatment. In particular, the nearest neighbors of data points present in only a subset of time steps should be identified based on both similarities and cluster membership. Moreover, forward-backward nature of EAP requires initialization of messages in both directions; data points that are deleted (not active at t = T ) can be thought of as insertions in the backwards pass of the algorithm, and should thus have their messages updated similar to the insertions in the forward pass.
In the forward pass of the first iteration, nearest neighbors of inserted points are identified based on similarities at the time of insertion. Let b index a data point inserted at time t. In the first iteration, the nearest neighbor of b is
where s(b, j) t is the similarity between b and j at time t, and B t is the set of points active at both t and t − 1 (b ∈ B t ). After the first iteration, for data points that become active at time t, the nearest neighbor is identified as the active data point having the sum of messages at time t closest in terms of the Euclidean distance. More specifically, let
iB t be the vector containing elements from the i th row and {k : k ∈ B t } columns of M t . Then the nearest neighbor of b is
Messages of deleted points are initialized in a similar manner during the backwards pass. Let d index a point deleted at time t + 1 and D t be the set of points active at both t and t + 1 (d ∈ D t ). Then the nearest neighbor of d is
Once the nearest neighbor is identified, messages of all data points are updated according to the EAP update equations. For a data point b inserted at time t, we set messages δ b: and δ :b to those of the nearest neighbor's, i.e.,
Similarly, for a data point d deleted at time t + 1, we set φ t dj = φ t nn d j and φ t jd = φ t jnn d . Note that the other messages, α t , ρ t , and φ t for an insertion or δ t for a deletion, are updated according to the standard EAP message updates rules.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We test EAP on several synthetic datasets as well as on real ocean, stock and health plan data. In our EAP and AP implementations, the similarity between points is defined as the negative squared Euclidean distance. For each dataset, the preference (self-similarity) is set to the minimum similarity between all data points at a given time. Other AP and EAP hyperparameters are as follows: the maximum number of iterations is 500, and 20 iterations without changes in the exemplars at the last time step are required before declaring convergence. We compare the performance of EAP to that of the AFFECT's evolutionary spectral clustering framework [2] and to the classic (static) AP. We chose to compare EAP with AFFECT since the latter was shown in [2] to outperform evolutionary k-means [4] , evolutionary spectral clustering [8] , and the evolutionary clustering framework in [33] on various synthetic and real datasets. The AFFECT framework is implemented using AFFECT Matlab toolbox. For synthetic and ocean datasets, AFFECT performs much better if the Gaussian kernel similarity measure is used instead of the negative squared Euclidean distance (the similarities used by EAP and AP); hence for these datasets the similarity between points x i and x j in AFFECT is defined as exp(− x i − x j 2 2 /2σ 2 ) where we use the default value 2σ 2 = 5. The negative squared Euclidean distance is used as similarity metric for all algorithms when applied to the analysis of the stock dataset. To determine the number of clusters needed to run AFFECT, we used the modularity criterion [34] since it allows for varying number of clusters across time and performs better than the alternative approach where the number of clusters is determined by maximizing the silhouette width [35] . When data labels are available, clustering accuracy is evaluated by means of the Rand index [36] -the percentage of pairs of points correctly classified as being either in the same cluster or in different clusters. Contrary to clustering methods such as k-means which may require many random initializations, there is no random component to AP-based methods and thus all the results in this section are obtained from a single run of the algorithms with the given hyperparameters. The code implementing EAP is at https://github.com/nma14/ evolutionary-affinity-propagation
Gaussian data
We test our algorithm on synthetic datasets generated using four Gaussian mixture models as in [2] ; the Gaussians are 2dimensional and datasets consist of 200 points at each time. The component membership of a point does not change over time unless specified otherwise. For the first dataset, the Gaussian distributions are well-separated. In the colliding Gaussians dataset, means of the Gaussians are nearing in the first 9 time steps, and remain static for the remaining time. The last two datasets consist of points that change cluster membership and are generated similarly to the colliding Gaussians setting. The difference is that in the third dataset, some points change clusters at t = 10, 11, while in the fourth dataset, some points switch to a new, third, Gaussian component at t = 10, 11. More details on the synthetic datasets can be found in the supplementary material.
In addition to the AFFECT framework, EAP is compared to clustering with AP independently at each time step. Moreover, to demonstrate the impact of consensus nodes, we also test an EAP implementation that does not employ consensus nodes and has message updates equivalent to those of EAP with ω = 0 (basically, the EAP framework in Section 3.1). The damping factor (λ) for AP and the EAP implementations is 0.9. The results of EAP (γ = 2 and ω = 1) and its no-consensus-nodes variant labeled EAP:noCN (γ = 2) are shown in Table 1 . The corresponding numbers of distinct exemplars across the time steps are shown in Table 2 . The number of exemplars for AFFECT is not included in Table 2 since AFFECT is not an exemplarbased clustering algorithm and requires a predefined number of clusters as an input to the algorithm.
EAP achieved near-perfect clustering and correctly tracked clusters for all 4 datasets. Clustering with EAP messages but without consensus nodes yielded more accurate results and tracked clusters better than when clustering was done with AP independently at each time step. However, accuracy of EAP:noCN was lower than that of EAP on most datasets due to the former's struggle when dealing with competing exemplars at consecutive time steps. Specifically, when several data points are good exemplar candidates for a cluster, message dependence on the future and past time steps may result in more candidate exemplars at a single time step than if the clustering were performed solely based on the data collected in that time step. Thus despite the Rand index of EAP:noCN being higher than that of AP, competing exemplars that the former needs to deal with may lead to a higher than actual number of clusters. The inclusion of consensus nodes and message initializations and updates in EAP overcome this limitation of EAP:noCN. In the dataset where points form a new third cluster, EAP:noCN slightly outperforms EAP in terms of clustering accuracy at individual time steps (Table 1) ; however, EAP:noCN performs poorly at tracking clusters across time since it finds 17 distinct exemplars compared to EAP which correctly identifies 3 clusters and tracks them perfectly ( Table 2) . EAP outperforms AFFECT with spectral clustering on the datasets having points changing clusters and points forming the third cluster, providing significantly higher accuracy following cluster membership change. Note that AFFECT does not detect the third cluster, formed at t = 10, until t = 18; as a consequence, its Rand index is lower than that achieved by AP applied to data at each time instant independently. Figure 5 shows the Rand index for Gaussians with some points switching to a new third cluster at times t ∈ {10, 11} (right panel). Note that as the data points from the two Gaussians get closer, the Rand index for AP (green) starts deteriorating. When the third cluster is introduced or when data points switch cluster membership, the Rand index for AP drops significantly. AP's low Rand index in those settings is due to close proximity of some data points from one cluster to the points in another cluster; AP cannot rely on data points history to correct the clustering error. Note that in evolutionary clustering without consensus nodes (EAP:noCN, black) some exemplars may compete against each other and the number of clusters may be overestimated, resulting in a lower Rand index for t = 9 and the following time steps. EAP (red) yields the best clustering results on the dataset with points changing cluster membership; it exhibits a slight decrease in the Rand index around the time of perturbation in cluster memberships, followed by a quick recovery. In application to the dataset where points suddenly form a third cluster (see Fig. 5 ), EAP yields perfect clustering at all times except for a brief period (t ∈ {9, 10, 11}) that starts when the new cluster is formed. The values chosen for γ and ω were empirically shown to be robust in applications of EAP on various data sets. Here we examine in more details how tuning these parameters affects clustering results. In Fig. 6 we show the performance of EAP on two of the synthetic datasets: colliding Gaussians with a fraction of data points changing clusters (left) and the appearance of a third cluster (right) over a range of γ and ω/γ values. In general, a large difference between γ and ω (lower left corner of the plots) results in a higher number of clusters in the solution since temporal smoothness is valued more than having consensus node exemplars; high values of γ and ω (lower right corner of plots) result in a lower number of clusters since data points are discouraged from both switching clusters and choosing new data point exemplars. The plot on the right implies that creation of a new cluster may be readily identified using a wide range of parameter values, whereas increasing γ, which encourages temporal smoothness, may render the problem in settings where data points switch membership between colliding clusters challenging. Through the selection of γ and ω, the user has the ability to gear the clustering solution towards temporal stability or the discovery of new clusters. 
Real (experimental) data
We tested the proposed evolutionary clustering algorithm on three real data sets: ocean temperature and salinity data at the location where the Atlantic Ocean meets the Indian Ocean, stock prices from the first half of year 2000, and medication adherence star ratings for Medicare health plans.
Ocean water masses
Argo, an ocean observation system, has been tracking ocean temperature and salinity since 2000. More than 3900 floats currently in the Argo network cycle between the ocean surface and 2000m depth every 10 days, collecting salinity and temperature measurements. The primary goal of the Argo program is to aid in understanding of climate variability. Evolutionary clustering provides a way to discover and track changes in water masses at different depths. A water mass is a body of water with a common formation and homogenous values of various features, such as temperature and salinity. Study of water masses can provide insight into climate change, seasonal climatological variations, ocean biogeochemistry, and ocean circulation and its effect on transport of oxygen and organisms, which in turn affects the biological diversity of an area. Clustering has previously been used to identify water masses with datasets comprising temperature, salinity, and optical measurements [37] , [38] , [39] . However, in studies that explored seasonal variations of water masses, data at different time points of interest are analyzed independently and then compared in order to find variations [38] , [39] . We examine data from the Roemmich-Gilson (RG) Argo Climatology [40] which contains monthly averages (since January 2004) of ocean temperature and salinity data with a 1 degree resolution worldwide. Clustering is performed on the temperature and salinity data at the location near the coast of South Africa where the Indian Ocean meets the South Atlantic. Specifically, the data is obtained from the latitudes 25 • S to 55 • S and longitudes 10 • W to 60 • E. The feature vectors used to determine pairwise similarities contain the monthly salinity and temperature from April to September, the Austral winter, acquired starting in the year 2005 (t = 1) until 2014 (t = 10). Temperature and salinity were normalized by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the entire time frame of interest. EAP is performed with γ = 2, ω = 1, λ = 0.9.
The results for EAP, EAP without consensus nodes (EAP:noCN), AP, and AFFECT with spectral clustering are shown for years 2006 and 2007 (t = 2, 3) in Figure 7 . EAP tracks clusters of water masses across time, where the colors in the top 2 panels of Figure 7 are indicative of distinct exemplars. For instance, EAP assigned the same exemplar to the green area at t = 2 and the green area at t = 3. Several distinct water masses are clearly identifiable. EAP:noCN is similarly able to track some of the clusters, but some water masses are further divided. The colors in the AP plots indicate different clusters per time step, but are not related across time since the AP results for t = 2 and t = 3 do not have any exemplars in common. AP identifies many more clusters than EAP, most of which cannot be unambiguously related across time. AFFECT identifies only 3 clusters, grouping together known water masses that EAP is able to distinguish.
The temperature and salinity averages for the water masses clustered by EAP at t = 2 are shown in Table 3 . A combination of these values and the geographic location of the clusters suggests several known water masses are identified by EAP. In particular, the yellow cluster in the top panels of Figure 7 represents the water around the Agulhas currents [41] , [42] , which reaches down to the ocean bottom and is one of the strongest currents in the world. The cyan and gray clusters likely correspond to the Lower Circumpolar Deep Water (LCDW) and the Upper Circumpolar Deep Water [43] . These two clusters are characterized by higher salinity and lower temperature than the other clusters, in agreement with literature about the water masses [43] where the LCDW characterized as a salinity maximum layer with previously measured salinity near 34.6-34.74 and temperature near 0.5-1.8 • C in the mapped region. The green, red, and orange clusters are likely components of the Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW), which is characterized by lower salinity than other water masses [44] . Salinity of the AAIW at 1000m 10 • C west of the mapped area has been previously found at 34.3-34.5 [44] . Though the clusters may all belong to the AAIW, such a large water mass may be divided into regional varieties, where, for example, the green cluster may be indicative of the Atlantic AAIW near the Subantarctic Front [42] .
Stock prices
Evolutionary clustering can provide insight into the dynamics of stocks and can be an alternative to examining a backward-looking covariance matrix using monthly stock returns to identify stocks that behave similarly or differently. For example, by choosing different time lengths and resolutions when constructing feature vectors, evolutionary clustering can provide insight into groups of stocks behaving similarly during a market regime switch, such as a bubble bursting. These methods can also be used in portfolio diversification, to ensure the stocks in a portfolio do not cluster together despite diversification by sector or industry. Daily closing stock prices from January to June 2000 for 3424 stocks were obtained from the CRSP/Compustat Merged Database [45] . The stocks can be divided into 10 groups based on the S&P 500 Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) sectors. Such sectors comprise energy, health care, financials, information technology, and utilities. The time period was chosen to include the dot-com bubble burst in March of 2000 -stock prices peaked on March 10, followed by a steep decline. Table 4 shows the sectors and number of stocks included in the analysis. More details about this data can be found in the supplementary material.
We clustered stocks using EAP, AP, the AFFECT framework with spectral clustering, and static spectral clustering. Unlike the clustering results on synthetic data in Section 4.1, the methods yielded different number of clusters. Since the Rand index is biased towards solutions with a high number of clusters, we also provide the results for the modified Rand index [24] , [26] defined as modRand =
.
In the modified Rand index, with values ranging from 0 to 1, the pairs of points that are correctly identified as being in different clusters can account for only half of the score, diminishing the bias towards solutions with a large number of clusters. The average clustering results for the 6 months using the sectors as the "true" labels are presented in Table 5 , where the number of clusters for AFFECT was chosen using the modularity criterion and the number of clusters for static spectral clustering was set to 10. For algorithms without a predefined number of clusters, the number of clusters is presented as a range, corresponding to the minimum and maximum number of clusters found across time steps. EAP was run with γ = 5, ω = 1, λ = 0.9, and the threshold on the minimum consensus node cluster size was set to 20. In the results, all clusters with 20 or more data points were associated with consensus node exemplars while smaller clusters that were part of the solution were associated with data point exemplars. EAP achieves a higher modified Rand index than AF-FECT, static AP, and static spectral clustering. The EAP solution has between 50 and 67 clusters at each time step, 18 of which are common to all time steps. This indicates that most clusters are active for only a subset of time, which would make the cluster-matching task performed automatically by EAP a challenging post-processing step for other static or evolutionary clustering algorithms. Note that the number of clusters should not be expected to match the number of sectors. Such a solution, as it happens to arise when using AFFECT, yields highly mixed clusters containing significant fractions of stocks from variety of sectors. We refer to a cluster as being dominated by a certain sector if the sector contributes at least twice as many stocks to the cluster as any other sector. Results of AFFECT suggest that the financials sector dominates one cluster each month, the information technology sector dominates one cluster from April to June, and the energy sector dominates one cluster in February and March. Assuming the clusters dominated by the information technology sector are in fact snapshots of a single cluster evolving over time, examination of the information technology stocks in those clusters shows that 15 stocks are present in the cluster from April to May and 3 stocks are present in both May and June. The highly fluctuating cluster membership may indicate that the clustering solution should have had a higher number of clusters, where some clusters may be stable across time (corresponding to either particular sectors or general market trends) while others may experience fluctuating memberships. Interestingly, the AFFECT framework with spectral clustering that uses the number of clusters as identified by EAP yields a modified Rand index of 0.544 (i.e., higher than 0.515 achieved by setting the number of clusters according to the AFFECT's modularity criterion). Evidently, EAP's strategy for determining the number of clusters leads to more accurate clustering solutions, and ultimately allows EAP to precisely detect cluster birth and track their evolution.
The EAP solution contains clusters dominated by the information technology, financials, energy, utilities, materials, consumer discretionary, and consumer staples sectors, with the cluster-tracking ability of EAP signaling some of these clusters are dominated by a given sector at multiple time points. The two clusters dominated by the energy sector and the cluster dominated by the utilities sector would likely not Fig. 8 . EAP cluster membership by sector. Sectors are on the horizontal axis, clusters are along the vertical axis. A color indicates participation of a sector in a given cluster in terms of percentage of the cluster's size, with red corresponding to higher percentage. Cluster births and deaths lead to emergence and deletion of rows, respectively; blank rows indicate clusters that are not active. Sector labels are defined in Table 4 . be identified in a solution with a low number of clusters since these industries combined correspond to less than 10 percent of the stocks in the analysis. Additionally, 5 of the 18 clusters that are active at all time steps are dominated by a sector at all time steps (2 information technology, 1 financials, 1 energy, 1 utilities). As in the case of AFFECT, cluster memberships change over time, with between 42 and 76 percent of the stocks remaining in the same cluster through consecutive months.
A significant change in the structure of clusters occurs between February and March, the months containing 55 and 67 clusters, respectively. In Fig. 8 , each panel corresponds to a time step in EAP, the horizontal axis corresponds to the sectors (Table 4) , and each row corresponds to a specific cluster tracked across time, with blank rows indicating inactive clusters. The color represents the percentage of the cluster that belongs to a given sector, with red indicating higher percentage. The active clusters undergo a major change between February and March and remain more consistent between March and April, suggesting a reorganization in March. The sector-dominated clusters can be identified in Fig. 8 by observing locations of red rectangles, and their dynamics can be tracked. For instance, it can be seen that the clusters dominated by utilities (U) and energy (E) sectors are consistent across time, and that the cluster re-organization in March results in a second energy-dominated cluster whose structure remains preserved through April. The numerous cluster births and deaths illustrated in Fig. 8 further emphasize advantages of automatic cluster number detection and cluster tracking that are among EAP's features.
Medicare star ratings
The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) evaluates Medicare plans via a 5-star system, where high star ratings result in bonuses while low star ratings may lead to plan termination. The continually rising cost of healthcare and the rating system that provides financial incentives motivate efforts to identify classes of health plans and study their evolution. To form an overall star rating for a Medicare plan, CMS evaluates various aspects of the plan including measures encompassing health screenings and tests, management of chronic conditions, hospital readmission rate, customer service, and member experience. The overall star rating for the plan is a weighted average of the star ratings for the individual measures. The ratings both provide accountability for the health plans and help consumers select a plan.
We consider diabetes, hypertension, and cholesterol medication adherence data from Medicare Advantage plans with a prescription drug plan in 2012-2016 [10] . The data is available as both the raw score (0-100) and the star rating assigned to each individual measure. The medication adherence raw score indicates the percentage of adherent members in the measurement period, e.g., a year. To be included in the study, the raw data had to be available for at least 2 years between 2012 and 2016, with at least one score available for each of the 3 categories of medication adherence. The medication adherence data is reported on a yearly basis (T = 5). The final dataset consisted of 597 MA plans from 45 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico. Three-dimensional feature vectors collecting medication adherence raw scores were constructed for each plan and each time point.
We cluster the data using EAP implemented with ω = 1, γ = 2, λ = 0.5, and a minimum cluster size of 20 for consensus node creation. The data were also clustered with AP and EAP without consensus nodes (EAP:noCN), using the same parameters as EAP where applicable, and with AFFECT employing the modularity criterion to determine the number of clusters.
EAP revealed 4 clusters that track throughout all 5 time steps. We refer to the clusters by numbers (clusters 1-4), indicating ranking of the average raw scores of the cluster members from worst to best ( Fig. 9 ). Most plans (90 − 95%) remain in the same cluster across consecutive time steps, and plans that do change cluster membership typically switch between adjacent clusters (e.g., from cluster 3 to 2 or 4). All clusters in EAP have an upward trend in medication adherence scores, suggesting that inclusion of such a measure in the CMS star ratings is having the intended effect. The average adherence score of cluster 2 in 2016 (t = 5) is similar to that of cluster 3 in 2012 (t = 1); a similar relationship exists between clusters 3 and 4. We note that cluster 1 has the greatest improvement in medication adherence raw scores while cluster 4 has the least improvement over time. The large improvement in cluster 1 is likely due to a combination of the survival of the fittest effect, where some the poorly performing plans disappear, and a greater overall improvement in adherence measures than other clusters. The smaller improvement in cluster 4 suggests there is a ceiling on a realistic maximal value of medication adherence. Inspection of the plans in each cluster reveals plan type, geographical, and parent company differences between clusters. Further discussion can be found in the supplementary material.
Clustering with EAP:noCN, AP, and AFFECT is characterized by frequent cluster membership changes; the latter two typically lead to unreasonably high number of clusters. 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016  EAP  4  4  4  4  4  EAP:noCN  3  4  2  2  2  AP  4  98  203  3  292  AFFECT  10  10  9 10 10 Table 6 displays the number of clusters found at each time step for each algorithm. The low number of clusters found by EAP:noCN does not reflect stability of the solution since up to 72% of the plans changed cluster membership at consecutive time steps. With AFFECT, up to 51% of plans change cluster membership at consecutive time steps. Both of these produce clusters that exist for only one or two time steps (Fig. 9) ). Additionally, clusters formed by AFFECT are largely overlapping ( Fig. 9 ) even when plotted by the individual medication components (not shown). These results indicate that EAP is capable of identifying stable clusters and tracking them over time while other evolutionary clustering algorithms provide less informative solutions. 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
A key limitation of EAP, partially inherited from traditional affinity propagation, is a restriction on the shape of clusters that are inferred by the algorithm. We do not expect that EAP will be able to accurately identify spiral clusters or clusters on a manifold, although we did not test such scenarios. On a different note, assignment of a consensus node's data values as the mean of the data values of the cluster members performed well with the use of negative Euclidean distance as the similarity. However, traditional AP has shown the ability to also work well with non-metric similarities such as correlation. As part of the future work, it would be beneficial to determine how the data should be updated at consensus nodes for an assortment of similarities. An interesting potential extension of the EAP methodology involves reinterpretation of time points. Data is not required to be of the same type at different time points as long as it can be tracked and the similarity between data points can be calculated at each time step. Instead of clustering data at different time points, a similar methodology could be applied when considering characterization of an instance by different types of data. For example, in a medical settings, patients can be clustered given different sections of the medical record such as vital signs, lab test results, and some qualitative measures, where EAP would encourage patients to belong to the same cluster in different modalities while still allowing for membership in different segments.
CONCLUSION
We developed an evolutionary clustering algorithm, evolutionary affinity propagation (EAP), which groups points by passing messages on a factor graph. The EAP graph includes factors connecting variable nodes across time, inducing temporal smoothness. We introduce the concept of consensus nodes and describe message initialization and updates that encourage data points to choose an existing consensus node as their exemplar. Through these nodes, we can identify cluster births and deaths as well as track clusters across time. EAP outperforms an evolutionary spectral clustering algorithm as well as the individual time step clustering by AP on several Gaussian mixture models emulating circumstances such as changes in cluster membership and the emergence of an additional cluster. When applied to an ocean water dataset, EAP was able to identify known water masses and automatically match the discovered clusters across time. In stock clustering and health plan clustering applications, EAP yields a more accurate and interpretable solution than existing static and evolutionary clustering methods. EAP's capability to identify the number of clusters and perform cluster tracking without additional pre-or post-processing steps makes it a desirable algorithm for studying the evolution of clusters when data is acquired at multiple time steps, such as in the study of climate change or exploration of social networks. Supplementary Material for "Evolutionary Clustering via Message Passing"
In this supplement to "Evolutionary Clustering via Message Passing," we present detailed derivations of the δ and φ messages in EAP, specifics on the data vectors creation for some of the experiments, and a more thorough description of data and analysis of results obtained by applying EAP to clustering of the Medicare star ratings dataset.
S1 MESSAGE DERIVATIONS: δ AND φ
In this section, all equation references correspond to the main text.
The δ t ij are derived as
where 1 denotes the indicator function. After substituting for η t−1 ij using (7) and assigning δ t ij = δ t ij (c t ij = 1)−δ t ij (c t ij = 0), we obtain the final δ messages specified in Equation 16 .
Similarly, the The φ t−1 ij messages can be similarly derived,
. After eliminating η t ij , it is straightforward to show that we obtain the final φ messages specified in Equation 17.
S2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: DATASET DESCRIPTIONS
S2.1 Gaussian data
The initial mixture weights are uniform. At each time step, points in each of the components are drawn from the corresponding Gaussian distribution. The first dataset consists of two well-separated Gaussians and 40 time steps. The means at the initial time step are set to [−4, 0] and [4, 0] , with the covariance of 0.1I (I denotes the identity matrix). At each time step t, the first dimension of the mean of each component is altered by a random walk with step size 0.1. At t = 19, the covariance matrix is changed to 0.3I. The second dataset is generated from two colliding Gaussians with the initial means of [−3, −3] and [3, 3] and identity covariance. In each of the time instances t = 2, . . . , 9, the mean of the first component is increased by [0.4, 0.4]. From t = 10 to t = 25, the means remain constant and the data points are drawn from their respective mixture component. The third dataset is generated in a similar way as the second one, with the difference that some points change clusters. In particular, at time steps t = 10 and t = 11, points in the second component switch to the first component with a probability of 0.25, altering the mixture weights. From t = 12 to t = 25, the data points maintain the component membership they had at t = 11. Finally, the fourth dataset is generated the same way as the second one for the first 9 time steps. For t = 10 and t = 11, data points in the second cluster switch membership with a probability of 0.25 to a new third Gaussian component with mean [−3, −3] and identity covariance. The data in the synthetic sets was normalized by subtracting the mean across time and dividing by the standard deviation of each component. When the components are on the same scale, as in the case of synthetic data, normalization is typically not necessary. Nevertheless, we perform it for consistency since normalization is generally required for real data sets.
S2.2 Stock prices
Feature vectors were constructed using piecewise normalized derivatives. This feature construction method has been shown to yield better clustering results when compared to using raw stock prices or performing normalization across all times [1] . Previously, piecewise normalized derivatives of stock market prices were successfully used for evolutionary clustering in [2] , where NASDAQ stocks were clustered using 15-day feature vectors to show the response of an adaptive factor in AFFECT to the 2008 market crash given a pre-specified number of clusters. The dataset that we study was divided into time periods of one month. Within a given month, the difference in closing price between consecutive market days was calculated. The final feature vector of normalized derivatives is obtained after normalizing the difference vector for each stock to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. Inspection of the plans in each cluster reveals plan type, geographical, and parent company differences between clusters.
S3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: MEDICARE STAR RATINGS
S3.1 Motivation and Background
In 2015, $936 billion were spent on federal health insurance programs, reflecting a $105 billion increase from the preceding year. Medicare alone, primarily available to those age 65 and over, accounted for $34 billion of the increase. In 2016, the federal health insurance programs accounted for more than 60% of the growth in mandatory spending with an increase in spending of $104 billion [3] . The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) evaluates Medicare plans via a 5-star system, where high star ratings result in bonuses while low star ratings may lead to plan termination. The continually rising cost of healthcare and the rating system that provides financial incentives motivate efforts to identify classes of health plans and study their evolution.
Individuals qualifying for Medicare can choose to either: (a) purchase a Medicare Advantage (MA) plan, in which case the Medicare benefits are provided through a private company approved by Medicare; (b) purchase a non-MA plan such as a Cost plan; or (c) remain with traditional Medicare and pay for services under the Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) structure. Medicare Advantage plans include Health Maintenance Organization (HMO), Preferred Provider Organization (PPO), and Private-Fee-for-Service (PFFS) plans. At a high level, HMO plans cover the members only for medical services received from in-network providers. The member needs to designate a primary care physician (PCP) and receive a referral from the PCP in order to see a specialist. These plans are typically lower cost than PPO plans, in which members do not need to designate a PCP, can see any provider without a referral, and may seek medical care from in-network or out-of-network providers (if allowed, the latter typically incurs higher costs). Members of PFFS plans pay for some of the highest costs in exchange for flexibility -they can see any provider that agrees to the plan's terms and conditions.
To form an overall star rating for a Medicare plan, CMS evaluates various aspects of the plan including measures encompassing health screenings and tests, management of chronic conditions, hospital readmission rate, customer service, and member experience. The overall star rating for the plan is a weighted average of the star ratings for the individual measures. The ratings both provide accountability for the health plans and help consumers select a plan. Studies on the effect of the star ratings on consumer choice have yielded inconclusive results. One study found the 2009 ratings deterred people from choosing low-rated plans, with the effect disappearing in 2010; therefore, ratings did not have an effect on enrollees' plan choice [4] . However, another study using 2011 star ratings found a positive association between the ratings and enrollment, e.g., a 1-star rating increase was associated with a higher likelihood to enroll [5] . Five-star plans are further awarded with a special open enrollment period 11 months longer than other plans. In addition to potential enrollment benefits, plans have financial motivation to achieve higher ratings. In particular, in 2012 CMS began awarding bonuses to plans rated at 4 or more stars while plans that receive fewer than 3 stars for 3 years in a row may be discontinued by CMS. Note that the thresholds for assigning stars to individual measures are calculated based on hierarchical clustering of the raw data (e.g., a medication adherence score from 0 to 100) and simple statistics such as deviations from the mean. Plans may seek to improve their performance measured by the raw data since a plan that has a stagnant raw score may see its star rating decrease if other plans are improving.
Recent studies have shown that higher adherence to diabetes [6] , [7] , cholesterol [7] , [8] , and hypertension [7] , [9] medications leads to lower overall healthcare spending despite higher drug spending. The reduction in overall spending is largely due to fewer hospitalizations and emergency department visits for cardiovascular disease [7] , [8] , [9] . Roebuck et al. studied medication adherence in patients with congestive heart failure (CHF), diabetes, hypertension, and dyslipidemia (i.e. elevated cholesterol and/or tryglicerides) [7] . They found adherent patients ages 65 and over had on average between 1.88 (for dyslipidemia) and 5.87 (for CHF) fewer inpatient hospital days a year. After accounting for increased drug costs, these patients also had on average yearly healthcare savings of between $1857 (for dyslipidemia) and $7893 (for CHF), with average savings of over $5000 for diabetes and hypertension.
We seek to understand the dynamics of medication adherence by grouping MA plans using evolutionary affinity propagation (EAP) and characterizing the resulting clusters.
S3.2 Data and Algorithm Implementation
We consider diabetes, hypertension, and cholesterol medication adherence data from MA plans with a prescription drug plan in 2012-2016 [10] . The data is available as both the raw score (0-100) and the star rating assigned to each individual measure. The medication adherence raw score indicates the percentage of adherent members in the measurement period, e.g., a year. A plan member is considered adherent for a specific class of medications if the amount of that class of medication filled would cover 80% of the days in the measurement period, and the members with measured adherence are those ages 18 and older with at least two fills of medications in the drug classes of interest.
To be included in the study, the raw data had to be available for at least 2 years between 2012 and 2016, with at least one score available for each of the 3 categories of medication adherence. The medication adherence data is reported on a yearly basis (T = 5). Out of 1018 MA plans, 318 did not have any medication adherence data available in any year, 31 did not have data for one or two medication adherence measures in any year, and 72 had medication adherence data available for only one year. The final dataset consisted of 597 MA plans from 45 states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto Rico.
Three-dimensional feature vectors collecting medication adherence raw scores were constructed for each plan and each time point. Plans were considered to be active if they were associated with any star rating measures in a given year. Missing values for time steps where a plan was active were imputed using the previous known value or the first known value. The similarity between plans was defined as the negative squared Euclidean distance evaluated on normalized imputed data, where data were normalized by subtracting the global mean and dividing by the global standard deviation for each feature. Note that the global normalization is necessary in order to preserve the known overall upward trend in medication adherence scores over time; a global preference aids in determining if this upward trend affects the resulting number of clusters. EAP was implemented with ω = 1, γ = 2, a minimum cluster size of 20 for consensus node creation, AP damping parameter µ = 0.5, a maximum of 500 iterations, 20 iterations without changes in the exemplar set for convergence, and the preference set to the minimum similarity over all time steps. The data were also clustered with AP and EAP without consensus nodes, with the same parameters as EAP where applicable, and with AFFECT using the modularity criterion to determine the number of clusters.
S3.3 Clustering Analysis
EAP revealed 4 main clusters that track throughout all 5 time steps. We refer to the clusters by numbers -cluster 1, 2, 3, and 4 -ranking the average raw scores of the cluster members from worst to best ( Figure S1 ). Table S1 details the size of the clusters at each time step. Most plans (90 − 95%) remain in the same cluster across consecutive time steps. Plans that do change cluster membership typically switch between adjacent clusters (e.g., from cluster 3 to clusters 2 or 4), with the exception of 3 plans. One plan, Cigna-HealthSpring in Florida, jumped from cluster 1 to cluster 4. This is a result of a large increase in the raw measures (diabetes, hypertension, cholesterol) between 2013 and 2014 (75.8, 74.5, 54.5) to (87, 85, 73) and a subsequent increase in individual star ratings from (4, 3, 1) to (5, 5, 4) . Two other Florida plans jumped from cluster 2 to cluster 4. These plans were associated with similar increases in raw scores, (15.7, 12.2, 12.9) and (8, 7, 11) , and star ratings.
Clustering with AP, EAP:noCN, and AFFECT mostly yielded both a larger number of clusters and much more frequent cluster membership changes. Table S2 displays the number of clusters found at each time step for each algorithm.
The lower number of clusters found by EAP:noCN does not indicate stability in the clustering, since up to 72% of the plans may change cluster membership at consecutive time steps. With AFFECT, up to 51% of plans change cluster membership at consecutive time steps. Both of these solutions have clusters that only exist at one or two time steps (Fig S2) ). Additionally, the clusters formed by AFFECT are largely overlapping ( Fig S2) even when plotted by the individual medication components (not shown). These results, along with the more detailed analysis in the subsequent sections, indicate EAP is capable of identifying stable clusters and tracking these clusters over time when other evolutionary clustering algorithms may find less informative clusters. All clusters in EAP have an upward trend in medication adherence scores, suggesting that inclusion of such a measure in the CMS star ratings is having the intended effect. The average adherence score of cluster 2 in 2016 (t = 5) is similar to that of cluster 3 in 2012 (t = 1); a similar relationship exists between cluster 3 and cluster 4. The average cholesterol score appears to be decisive for membership in cluster 1, which gathers plans characterized by a cholesterol adherence score that is much worse than the other two medication adherence measures. From the bottom panel of Figure S1 , we see that an overall improvement in the medication adherence raw scores does not necessarily indicate an increase in star ratings; this is due to the specifics of determining star ratings (see Section S3.1 for details).
The path plots in Figure S3 show how the relationship between two variables evolves over time. Specifically, we plot the mean medication adherence values for each cluster and connect those values across time. The bottom left corner of each line represents the means at t = 1 and the upper right corner represents the means at t = 5; as noted earlier, medication adherence scores on average improve over time. A closer examination of such plots reveals that the average paths for diabetes vs. cholesterol are linearly separable. Average paths for hypertension vs. cholesterol tend to overlap slightly at the end points (e.g., cluster 2 at t = 5 with cluster 3 at t = 1). Figure S3 emphasizes the idea that the clusters identified by EAP reflect different levels of medication adherence, with measures improving over time for all clusters. We can also see that cluster 1 has the greatest improvement in medication adherence raw scores while cluster 4 has the least improvement across time. The large improvement in cluster 1 is likely due to a combination of a survival of the fittest effect, where some the poorly performing plans disappear, and a greater overall improvement in adherence measures than other clusters. The smaller improvement in cluster 4 suggests there is a ceiling on a realistic maximal value of medication adherence.
Inspection of the plans in each cluster reveals plan type, geographical, and parent company differences between clusters.
S3.3.1 Plan types and medication adherence
A natural question that arises in the analysis is whether medication adherence scores vary between different plan types. To this end, we compare the scores of HMO, PPO, Cost, and PFFS plans. HMO plans are prevalent in all clusters, which comes as no surprise since they are the most common type of a plan. Closer inspection reveals that they are more dominant in clusters 1 and 2, where they make up 72 − 88% of each cluster at different times, than in clusters 3 and 4, where their representation is 47 − 69% of the cluster population. PPO plans, on the other hand, are present primarily in clusters 3 and 4, with cluster 4 having the highest composition of PPO plans (29 − 34% of the cluster members). All but one of the Cost plans are grouped in cluster 4, with the remaining plan being part of cluster 3. Finally, PFFS plans are grouped into clusters 2, 3, and 4, with most of the plans in cluster 3. These results suggest that plans which provide members with more flexibility tend to perform better in the medication adherence measures. An important consideration, however, is that plans that allow for more flexibility at a higher cost may also have a member population that is more likely to be adherent to medications. Analysis of plan member demographics, which are not available to us, would be necessary to determine relationships between plan type, member population, and medication adherence.
S3.3.2 States and medication adherence
Some of the discovered clusters are dominated by a group of states or territories, suggesting geographic variations in medication adherence. Figures S4 and S5 show the number and percentage of plans from each state in each cluster in 2016 (t = 5), respectively. Cluster 1, the worst performing one, is dominated by plans from Puerto Rico, all of which cluster together. A letter from CMS on November 2015, regarding star ratings for 2017 and available at [10] , states that Medicare in Puerto Rico suffers unique implementation challenges. In particular, despite many low-income individuals participating in Medicare in Puerto Rico, the Medicare Part D low income subsidy is not available. This, at least in part, may explain the poor performance of Puerto Rico plans in terms of medication adherence, leading to their grouping in cluster 1. CMS addressed the issue by not having medication adherence measures count towards the overall star rating of Puerto Rico plans in future, though they will still be used to calculate improvement metrics that contribute to the overall rating. Cluster 2 is dominated by Texas plans. Cluster 3 is dominated by Florida, California, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, AL  AR  AZ  CA  CO  CT  FL  GA  HI  IA  ID  IL  IN  KY  LA  MA  MD  ME  MI  MN  MO  MS  MT  NC  NE  NH  NJ  NM  NV  NY  OH  OK  OR  PA  PR  RI  SC  TN  TX  UT  VA  WA  WI  WV   0   10   Cluster 1   AL  AR  AZ  CA  CO  CT  FL  GA  HI  IA  ID  IL  IN  KY  LA  MA  MD  ME  MI  MN  MO  MS  MT  NC  NE  NH  NJ  NM  NV  NY  OH  OK  OR  PA  PR  RI  SC  TN  TX  UT  VA  WA  WI  WV   0   10   Cluster 2   AL  AR  AZ  CA  CO  CT  FL  GA  HI  IA  ID  IL  IN  KY  LA  MA  MD  ME  MI  MN  MO  MS  MT  NC  NE  NH  NJ  NM  NV  NY  OH  OK  OR  PA  PR  RI  SC  TN  TX  UT  VA  WA  WI  WV   0   10   Cluster 3   AL  AR  AZ  CA  CO  CT  FL  GA  HI  IA  ID  IL  IN  KY  LA  MA  MD  ME  MI  MN  MO  MS  MT  NC  NE  NH  NJ  NM  NV  NY  OH  OK  OR  PA  PR  RI  SC  TN  TX  UT  VA  WA  WI  WV   0   10 Cluster 4 Missouri, and Oregon plans. Several Florida plans move from cluster 2 to cluster 3 as time passes, leading to a large presence in cluster 3 at the last time step as shown in the figures. Cluster 4 is dominated by New York, Wisconsin, Montana, Massachusetts, Oregon, Pennsylvania, and Michigan. Most of New York plans are divided between clusters 2, 3, and 4, though generally more plans are grouped in clusters 3 and 4 than in cluster 2. Previous studies have found Massachusetts and California to have the best Medicare Advantage plans in a by-state analysis [11] , and New England [12] to have the best medication adherence in the country in a regional analysis. In our analysis, most of the California plans are in cluster 3, though a few are in cluster 4 at all times. New England states have a strong preference towards the best clusters, with New Hampshire plans all grouping in cluster 4, Massachusetts and Maine plans mostly falling in cluster 4, and Connecticut and Rhode Island plans primarily grouping in cluster 3. No plans from Vermont met our data inclusion criteria.
S3.3.3 Parent companies and medication adherence
Analysis of the health plan parent companies reveals that some parent companies tend to group together while others are more diverse and spread across clusters. Examination of parent companies that dominate each cluster reveals Kaiser plans (n = 6) are grouped in cluster 4, with one plan belonging to cluster 3 in 2015 and 2016. Other parent companies with significant representation in cluster 4 in -AL  AR  AZ  CA  CO  CT  FL  GA  HI  IA  ID  IL  IN  KY  LA  MA  MD  ME  MI  MN  MO  MS  MT  NC  NE  NH  NJ  NM  NV  NY  OH  OK  OR  PA  PR  RI  SC  TN  TX  UT  VA  WA  WI  WV   0   0.5   1   Cluster 1   AL  AR  AZ  CA  CO  CT  FL  GA  HI  IA  ID  IL  IN  KY  LA  MA  MD  ME  MI  MN  MO  MS  MT  NC  NE  NH  NJ  NM  NV  NY  OH  OK  OR  PA  PR  RI  SC  TN  TX  UT  VA  WA  WI clude UnitedHealth Group, Humana, and Aetna. However, Humana and Aetna plans are primarily grouped in cluster 3, while UnitedHealth Group plans are mostly split between clusters 2 and 3. WellPoint, which later changed its name to Anthem, was also primarily grouped in cluster 3. Cluster 1 did not have any parent company with more than 5 plans.
We additionally sought to determine if the plans under the same parent company tend to group together. For this analysis, we only considered parent companies with more than one plan at a given time step and calculated the percentage of plans in the cluster with parent companies whose plans all cluster together. Cluster 4 has the highest such percentage, 26−33% of the plans and 54−65% of the parent companies. A similar analysis of clusters 2 and 3 reveals that only 12 − 21% of the plans therein belong to parent companies that completely clustered together (44 − 60% of the companies). This suggests that some smaller parent companies with plans that perform well do so uniformly across all plans.
S3.4 Summary
We demonstrated that an application of evolutionary affinity propagation to medication adherence data yields groups of plans that behave similarly and are interpretable. In particular, for the given data set we identified four clusters that can be interpreted as containing plans characterized by different levels of medication adherence. Detailed analysis of cluster composition reveals differences in state, plan type, and parent company distribution between clusters, suggesting these factors are related to medication adherence.
